
5 – The album is excellent, it could also be considered perfect or near perfect. There may be a few glitches or setbacks,
but they are not detrimental.

4 – The album is very good. There aren’t too many glitches or setbacks but the ones that are present keep the album

from being excellent.

3 – The album is mediocre. While the album is alright, there isn’t anything that makes it stand out above other albums.
Some of it is good, and some of it needs work.

2 – The album is bad. Many things have gone wrong, and unless it happens to be within your personal favorite genre,

chances are it’s not even worth your time. The band has a lot to work on.

1 – The album is terrible. The album isn’t worth your time, no exceptions.

Note: Be aware that in November 2004 the grading scale was revised to how it is shown above in order to maintain more

consistences between our reviewers. Many of the reviews in our Archive may include ½ marks and ¼ marks and please be

aware that the ratings at that time were also more open to our reviewers’ interpretations of the rating scale, as opposed

to this now absolute grading scale which our reviewers are responsible to follow in their rating procedures.
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Nashville Pussy – Live In Hollywood (DVD) - added - September 17th, 2008

Reviewer: Ruben Mosqueda

Nashville Pussy are one of those love them or hate them kinds of bands; they didn’t

stray too much from their core sound from album to album. If you’ve heard bands like

AC/DC or Motorhead you’ll get a good idea of what Nashville Pussy might sound like but

with hardcore and punk influences. Fronted by one of the most hideous frontmen this

side of Lemmy Blaine Cartwright leads Nashville Pussy through a fantastic 19 song set

of blistering, sweaty, gritty originals and a couple of covers to boot. Nashville Pussy are

in their element in a small, seedy club like the Key Club, damn those arenas this band is

built to be in your face. Fans have been asking for another official DVD for some time

and now we got it. Live In Hollywood captures the energy and the rawness of what the

live Nashville Pussy experience is like. Of course nothing can recapture the exact

experience of seeing the band live and in the raw. In addition to the live gig you get

plenty of extras to entice you to buy it. There are home movies, jam footage, fan

footage and even interview conducted by none other than Lemmy Kilmister. Are you


